**Living Through**

Edison Lu describes balancing school and his family’s business, LuLu’s Seafood and Dim Sum

**WE DON’T GET days off.** Jerry Li, co-founder of LuLu’s Seafood and Dim Sum restaurant, said, “Seven days a week, 80 hours.”

The Li and Lu families expected nothing short of a challenge when arriving in the United States ready to begin their new life. Embarking on a do-it-yourself mentality, the family wanted to create an environment reminiscent of their Eastern roots when they set out founding their own restaurant.

Upon entering the restaurant, the logo is immediately drawn toward the large display of glistening trophies lined neatly along a display case. One may assume that these are the family’s most prized possessions. However, the true value of their hard work is far less tangible than materialistic things, such as awards and reviews, but rather lies in the pride Edison feels for his family and what they have built over the years.

“LuLu’s is special because my parents have put a lot of work into this,” Lu said. “I’m very happy to see that this idea and dream of theirs has come true.”